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The enclosed information relates to approved ways to conduct reversals in the BRC.
This can be accomplished in a variety of ways, but your number one priority needs to be
a safe & controlled range activity.
One of the most common ways to conduct reversals is by stopping riders in a single
straight line, have them shift to neutral, have them turn their handlebars to the left/right
and then all together straddle walk the motorcycle forwards so they are now facing in the
opposite direction. Conducting the reversal in this fashion would now change the order
in which the riders were in line. That is, who ever was the first rider in line, now will
become the last rider in line once facing in the opposite direction, and visa-versa.
Another option you now have as a tool to work with when conducting reversals is called
riding reversal. They are also known as teardrop reversal or teardrop path of travel.
When using this type of reversal, keep in mind, your lead rider stays as your lead rider.
The purpose of a riding reversal is to give the rider more time with making turns with a
motorcycle between exercises. It also gives the rider more time riding and is providing
yet another opportunity to develop basic skills in the context of real riding.
The following pages are range diagrams to help you with understanding how the path of
travel works when conducting teardrop reversals.

C1

Demo: From staging area to CCW
perimeter;
show complete lap;
start weave on near side;
stop for Teardrop reversal as shown;
start cone weave immediately on far
side;
complete lap;
stop on far side and show opposite
teardrop and return to staging area.
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Sequence: Start students from staging area to CCW
perimeter;
Coach as necessary to speed up and slow with both
brakes (no clutch use) before long side corner;
go to weave after sufficient speed is attained (extended
time on perimeter before starting cone weave);
stop for teardrop reversal;
start weave on far side immediately;
continue riding and then stop on far side for teardrop
reversal in opposite direction and stage.

C2

Demo: From staging
area show teardrop
reversal as shown;
show complete path of
travel.
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Sequence: C2 sends students out while C1
goes to near side position to receive
students;
C2 then goes to far side position to evaluate/
coach;
this is the shortest RE and is designed to
vary the student’s experience by following a
clockwise path of travel.
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